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President’s Corner 

Happy 2015! I hope this newsletter finds you well and enjoying the winter, wherever 
your life’s journey has taken you. My journey has taken me to Westwood, 
Massachusetts, a small suburb outside of Boston. I always thought I would be a New 
Yorker forever, but Massachusetts has been my home for almost 26 years, and I can’t 
imagine living anywhere else. Joe Nedder ’89 and I have three children; my oldest is 
in college and I have a junior and a freshman in high school. As for me, although I 
started out as an Assistant DA so many years ago, I am now pretty much a full time 
musician, which has been a blessing. These days I am focused on music direction, 
with a lot of piano mixed in, and some singing as well. And as everyone on Facebook 
knows, I am pretty much obsessed with salted caramels. But enough about me. What 
are you up to? What I hope for most in serving as ’89 President is to keep us all 
connected. And if you’ve never sent in some news or attended a mini reunion, well, 
we want to hear from you especially! Much happiness for 2015. Let’s keep in touch!  


 Antonia Rutigliano Nedder  ’89 President 

From the Editor 
This is my inaugural edition as winter newsletter editor for the great class of 1989.  As I begin to embark on 
the college process with my eldest child I have advised him to consider schools where student satisfaction is 
very high, the majority of students live on campus, there is a small student-faculty ratio and small class size 
so you can get to know your professors.  I recommend colleges that promote study abroad programs and 
have a beautiful campus and setting. This may not be the correct guidance for everyone, but it is so hard to 
separate what I loved about Dartmouth from what the ideal college experience might be for someone else. 
What it always comes down to for me is the amazing people I met at Dartmouth and with whom I still strive 
to be connected. In our ’89 executive board meetings and calls we have discussed our hope that our 
newsletters will serve as another connection to the special people and the special place that is Dartmouth. 
Whether you are a social media fiend or foe, whether you idealize or criticize your alma mater, whether you 
have attended every reunion in the last 25 years or are still trying to make it back some day, we hope this 
offers a little tactile connection to the great class of 1989. Big thanks to all who shared news and photos!!!


  Nicole Moser  
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Meet our ‘89 Class Officers 
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President 
ANTONIA RUTIGLIANO NEDDER 

 antonianedder@gmail.com
Head Agents: 

NANCY BERNARD FELIX 
nancy.felix@rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk 

ELLIE MAHONEY LOUGHLIN  
ellieloughlin@gmail.com 

JOSH ADLER 
jjadlernyc@gmail.com 

Vice President 
JOHN VAN HOOSER 
johnvanhooser@gmail.com

Secretary 
NED WARD 
ned@nedorama.com

Treasurer 
TOM BEECHER  
tbeecher@mba1996.hbs.edu

Newsletter Editors: 

NICOLE WALDBAUM MOSER  
nmoser@optonline.net 

LINDA SALZHAUER SWENBERG 
swenberg@me.com


KRISTEN DALY SCHNEIDER  
schneiderkd@comcast.net 

TODD TIMMERMAN 
ttimmerman@slk-law.com 

Alumni Council Rep 
LAURA FITCH MATTSON  
laura.f.mattson.89@dartmouth.edu 

Webmaster 
TOM PALMER 
tom@tgpalmer.com

Gift Planning Chair 

JAN BRZESKI 
jbrzeski.89@alum.dartmouth.org

Mini Reunion Chairs: 

NANCY OBLER KAUFMAN 
nobler@amerracapital.com 

RICH REILLY 
richardtreilly@hotmail.com 

CHRISTIE NEUBERGER REILLY 
christienreilly@hotmail.com  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Still Dreaming in NYC  
This past November, husband and wife filmmakers, Jilann Spitzmiller and Hank Rogerson 
premiered their documentary, “Still Dreaming” at the IFC Center in NYC. 


Still Dreaming focuses on the Lillian Booth Actors Home, just outside of 
Manhattan, which provides a resonant setting for the staging of a 
classic play in which nothing is what it seems. Seeking ways to engage 
their residents, administrators bring in young professional Broadway 
directors to shepherd the charismatic retired performers through A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream. Contending not only with Shakespeare but 
with the physical and mental challenges of old age—as well as some 
outsized personalities—will this over-80s ensemble do the Bard justice?


Nancy Kaufman Obler organized a mini-reunion, which included 
attending the wonderful premier of Still Dreaming followed by a 
discussion with Hank, Jilann and the film’s subjects.  Tapas and sangria 
were then shared by the ‘89s at a local watering hole.


In addition to Nancy, Hank and Jilann, attendees included Antonia 
Rutigliano Nedder, Sharyl Hirsh Reisman, Jen Kochman Marrus, Tracy Benchley Turner, Nicole 

Moser, Emily Glasser, Leslie Timothy, Colette Ellis, Carolyne Allen and Monica Coen Christensen.





AROUND THE GIRDLED EARTH THEY ROAM 

Dawn McLaren in France: 
I'm so sorry I missed seeing so many of our classmates for our 25th. My family and I moved  to France in July as a very last 
minute decision, which was why I had to unfortunately miss our reunion. But now that we're here, we're completely enjoying 
France and living in Europe. We live in a small town about 35 minutes outside of Paris, called Orgeval, right near the Normandie 
region. I have two children - Emma, age 13, and Ethan, age 8 who are going to school in St. Germain en Laye- all their classes 
are mostly in French! They've been incredibly brave and really good about the whole thing. The move has given us a chance to do 
a lot of traveling, and with the French school system taking 2 week vacations every 7-8 weeks, we have plenty of time to 
explore. Before our move, I was working independently as a management consultant, but I admit I'm enjoying my "sabbatical." 
My husband, Gregg, splits his time between France and our home in Florida, and I've been spending my time indulging in all that 
Paris and its surrounding areas have to offer. If anyone has any trips planned to Paris, PLEASE let me know.  My email is 

dawnmaclaren4@gmail.com, and I'm on our Facebook page.


Ananyo “Tito” Basu in Africa: 
After my PhD at Duke I taught philosophy at Mt. Holyoke for a year, and then three years at UMass 
Boston.  Spent several years as a lawyer in downtown Tampa.   Now teaching IB diploma at the 
American School in Tunis. Here is a photo of me from earlier this year with Nagma Mohamad (she is 
the Indian ambassador to Tunis and an old friend) and Rashid Ghannouchi the leader of the Ennahda 
party (not a friend) which was then the ruling party in Tunisia and now heading for the opposition 
benches. Just back from a nice break in Naples and Pompeii and heading to see my parents in India 
on Saturday.


’89 Night in Tokyo: 

Clifford Bernstein, a resident of Japan, spent a night in Tokyo with Mike Herzig, 
special guest appearances by “associates” Ryan Goldstein D’93 (matriculated in 
1989) and youngsters born in 1989, Anibal Hinojosa D’12 and Yan Fan D’12
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Still Dreaming is an amazing film. The story was engaging and bittersweet, the cinematography was beautiful, and it 
generated a lively discussion amongst ’89 attendees.

mailto:dawnmaclaren4@gmail.com
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In the States: 
Martha Boss Bennett in Providence RI: 

I am currently wearing a lovely fleece ensemble: Dartmouth green pullover and bright orange sweatpants… My 
oldest daughter, Larson Tisdale Bennett, who is an '18 at Dartmouth living in the Choates (Cohen) and loving 
almost everything about her freshman year, (roommate, food, lacrosse, work - good set of first grades, better 
than her mother’s), is currently home for the xmas break and just popped out to buy some new sneakers due to 
all the running she does for lacrosse. She knows many of the other '89 children up there, as well as '87's kids 
and others. I am including a photo with Jen Block Cromheecke and some Dartmouth reunion swag.


Meredith McCredie Winter in Downeast Maine: 

Here are Meredith McCredie Winter, Ariel Tabor MacTavish, Sue Shons Luria and Lindsey Brace 
Martinez in downeast Maine last summer. From round the girdled earth (well Maine, Colorado, Ohio and 
Massachusetts) we manage a get-together with kids, who now call each other "faux-cousins", every summer 
for some hiking, kayaking, canoeing, swimming - oh and hanging around and talking.


Rob Albright:  

Responding to a request for information about ’89 kids in college: I am a decade behind as my kids are 8  
and 3, so it will be a while before college for them!
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Family Photos:

The Haffners 

The Reillys
Lisa Baker’s Wedding 

WE JUST CAN’T GET ENOUGH (old and new reunion photos!)
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’89 ROWING DEDICATION 
Syd Williams reported on the dedication of a top-of-
the-line Olympic class shell made in Germany on 
November 8th by ’89 friends of Dartmouth Rowers.  In 
addition to Syd, David Spindler, Phil Harrison, Alex 
Simpson, and Mike Herzig also participated. 
George McHardy, Kristen von Summer, Marc 
Monplaisir, and Eric Berlin formed the rest of the 
fundraising team. Because of the long lead time in the 
shell's manufacturing, the dedication was made in 
November instead of at our 25th reunion.


The Class of 1989 will race as the varsity heavyweight 
boat for the next several years. With new coaches in 
the heavyweight and women's programs, Syd reports 
that they have high expectations for Dartmouth 
rowing. The '89 hull should feature prominently.




Syd Williams delivered this inspiring speech at the dedication:


 Thank you coaches, Friends of Dartmouth Rowing, the College, and most especially 

students who are the present and future of Dartmouth rowing for the opportunity to 
present our gift, this beautiful, new shell. We are honored to contribute to this fantastic 
program. In the fall of 1988, twenty-six years ago, we made it our goal to elevate 
Dartmouth rowing to the highest standard and committed our final year on campus to 
racing at Henley. Pride meant a great deal to us and so too our expectations for future 
classes. The Class of 1989 believes that great things happen with clear and ambitious 
vision. We’re unafraid of taking the road less traveled and leading new directions. We 
are each Lone Pines at heart. Josh, Paul and Bonnie — classmates who passed — lived 
their lives in this spirit. And we today live ours with the same conviction. With this boat, 
we invite the Dartmouth rowing family to stand with us and define a new vision — one 
that allows this great school to lead a marvelous sport. Let that vision be boldly 
independent and precise in how the sport is changing. The Class of 1989 recognizes that 
rowing has evolved into a lifelong passion. Unlike any other sport here on campus, 
rowing now connects all generations as a continuous experience. Ever Green Boat Club, 
which members of our class oversee, is proving this. Other alumni clubs are following. 
Anyone who rows knows that brute force does not make great rowers. Our sport requires 
constant, careful training and, most important, an understanding of and an absolute 
belief in what has to be achieved. To students, coaches and everyone gathered, accept 
the Class of 1989 as a mark of our pride in Dartmouth rowing and what it can achieve. 
On behalf of the great Class of 1989, thank you! 
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’89 “Kids” in College  
TO BE FILED UNDER, WE CAN’T 
REALLY BE THAT OLD . . . AN 
INCOMPLETE LIST OF OTHER 
COLLEGES ATTENDED BY ’89 
KIDS: 

Charles A. Harrison, Williams 
College, ‘18 (son of Phil Harrison 
& Kate Harrison’91) 

Annie Kaufman, Stanford 
University, ‘16 & Willie Kaufman, 
Grinnell College, ‘18 (daughter & 
son of Ben & Susan Kaufman) 

Eric Quinn, McGill University in 
Montreal, ‘16 (son of Lisa Baker) 

Ben Reisman, Occidental College, 
’17 (son of Sharyl Hirsh 
Reisman) 

Katharine Nedder, NYU Tisch, 
School of  the Arts, Drama, ’17 
(daughter of Antonia & Joe 
Nedder) 

Alec Getraer and Benjy Getraer are 
on gap year programs in Israel and 
both will attend Princeton next fall 
(sons of Jean Robertson 
Getraer & Andrew Getraer ‘86) 

Sandy Getraer lives in Israel and is 
a commander in the IDF (Israeli 
Defense Force).  He recently 
married Shifra Steiman. (see below) 

Keep sending us college 
information about your ’89 kids, 
this may be a recurring feature in 
our newsletters!

”

“

More Reunion Photos!
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INAUGURAL VIRTUAL REUNION 

Heidi Briggs Buonanno: 

Just got home from the Rhode Island semi final field hockey game. My daughter Meghan scored one of the 3 goals to win the 
game! 3-0 shutout. Pretty good night!


Heather Killebrew: 

Greetings from amazingly warm and sunny Seattle. I've just come from picking up my little pumpkin at Nature Kids preschool in 
beautiful Discovery Park. This afternoon we'll be sharing the fruits of yesterday's pumpkin-o-rama: pumpkin muffins and pumpkin 
pie. Of course we also carved pumpkins. Are you detecting a theme?



Jay Lott: 

Hello to everyone from Door County, Wisconsin. Sorry to have missed the 25th in 
Hanover in June...had to stay home with an elderly, infirm dog. Anyway I moved here -- a 
resort area, the "thumb" of Wisconsin - at the end of 2009 when I quit my job at a big 
law firm in Milwaukee. Since then I've been doing a lot of gardening, fishing and hunting. 
I still race my Flying Scot sailboat at the regional and national level when I can. I just 
ended six years on the Board of Directors of my local community sailing center where I 
was Commodore for the 2012 and 2013 seasons, and spent four years running the junior 
sailing program -- a true labor of love but a lot of labor. I have one remaining Labrador 
Retriever, Rex; he turns 14 years old this month and is as sweet as can be. I practice law 
intermittently under my own virtual shingle. I specialize in business law, business 
transactions and especially information technology transactions. Any 89's visiting Door 
County should be sure to look me up.


Russell Wolff:   

Just returned from Alumni Council Weekend in Hanover last week…Had the chance to see Ellie & Phil Loughlin and Jen Avellino. 2 
weeks earlier attended my Tuck 20th reunion…what a way to spend the fall. Hope everyone is well and recovered from the 25th.
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Stacy S. Klein: 

Today I gave a workshop at Columbia on 
the Old English poem The Fortunes of 
Men. I think it went well though I can't 
remember most of it as I'm dead tired 
because our little boy Alexander is going 
through an I-don't-believe-in-sleep 
phase. It was still great to get into NYC 
and to feel like a real professor again 
after being on maternity leave. Tomorrow 
I have practice for the horse show this 
weekend.

Lori Kelly: 

I started a new job at Memorial Sloan Kettering, Long 
Island regional facility, as the interim director of breast 
imaging. It's in the town next to where I grew up. My 
oldest, Katherine, had her personal best in the 50 free 
and 100 Fly Varsity divisional swim competition tonight. 
My youngest, Caroline, just made her first travel 
lacrosse team. Will be starting the fall lacrosse 
recruiting circuit with Elizabeth next week, and Richard 
is going full steam ahead with tennis. Don't know how I 
ended up with all these athletes.

October 29, 2014 we held our first “virtual” class reunion and received updates from Australia to Israel, the Netherlands to Boston and New 
York to California. For those of you who are social media neophytes, below are a few snapshots of life as well as our award winning former 
class president’s take on virtual reunion. We only included certain entries and some of those are abridged versions of the original posts. Over 
80 people participated, both on Facebook and via our email account:  dart89news@gmail.com

Father Francis Belanger:  

On Webster Ave., they are called pledges. 
In the Dominican Order (and, ironically, 

Sigma Nu) they are called novices. Since August, I am the Novice Master in 
Cincinnati. 

“Novice Master”

mailto:dart89news@gmail.com
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Jody Warden:  

Had to continue the mini-reunion, since Christopher Drew and I had 
breakfast this morning in Arlington VA. He was here for a trade association 
meeting; I'm heading back to my office in DC for a conference call. Enjoy 
the 'then (Blois LSA) and now pic’!




Karin Wilinski: 

Working from home in Needham today, always happy to meet my guy off his school bus. Family is heading to d-gala reunion in 
Hanover this weekend, where supposedly it will snow 6-12 inches. Flip-flops today in Massachusetts!


Bobby Jaffe: 

Greetings from Brentwood, Ca! I live in LA with my wife Tracy and our daughter Sabrina Vail Jaffe who was 
born over reunion weekend, and therefore my excuse. I also have a fantastic 8 year old daughter Avery 
Wyn Jaffe who lives in NYC with my ex and goes to Spence. I am in NY almost every other weekend to see 
her. Avery has been to Hanover often and LOVES it! I am currently Vice Chairman and Chief Strategy 
Officer for Prime Focus. I started doing Triathlons with fellow '89 Kevin Braker a few years ago. Skiing 
continues to be a passion and we find our way to the ski hills as often as possible. Thank you to our class 
officers who work so hard to keep us all connected to Dartmouth and our classmates!

 

Jennifer Graves:  

Hello from Minnesota, where we've had a glorious fall to rival the best 
of New England. I am currently at home, carting kids around, volunteering, and substituting at 
a charter school every now and then. After homeschooling for 14 years, I'm just coming out 
from the fog three years later and thinking about what's next. I agree with others who have 
posted that it seems like the kids need you just as much if not more when they get older. If all 
goes as planned, there will be four of us studying at four different colleges next fall, including 
me. The logistics of all that is enough to drive anyone mad. My oldest (Jackson, 22) is living in 
Minneapolis and in the third year of a Ph.D. program in Psychology at the U of MN (studying 
psychoacoustics). He is going to be published, so he's excited about that. Hunter (20) is home 
after getting an AA degree and working while he figures out where to go to finish his 
Bachelor's - something in computer programming. Logan (18) is a senior and filling out college 

apps. He's all about going somewhere warmer, so Dartmouth is out. Emma (15) is a sophomore, and is involved in all sorts of 
activities, but her big thing is her competitive (All Star) cheerleading team. They compete locally and also in six different out-of-state 
competitions this year. And then there are the twins. Sawyer and Wyatt, our gap babies, are almost 8 and in 2nd grade at a small 
Montessori charter school, which is just down the street from us, and which I love. I find it fascinating to compare their upbringing 
with that of my older kids - so many differences. They make me feel old and young all at the same time. Life is full!


Susan Allen Cera: 

Hey from Raleigh, NC! 

I'm just getting started on another year in Admissions at the Fuqua School of Business at Duke...reading applications. This is my 
side gig from being a full-time parent to four very active children - Sabrina - HS Junior, Tucker - HS Sophomore, Adrianna - 8th 
grade and Carson - 6th grade. They keep me busy with school, swimming, soccer, scouts, and XC/track & field.  My HS kids had 
the day off from school due to end of quarter teacher workday. I knocked out some work while they were sleeping in then 
dragged them to dentist appointments and out for a great burrito for lunch - eating outside when it was 75 and sunny.
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Geri Toyekoyah: 

Hello fellow '89s from Phoenix, AZ. Wish I could have 
made it to Reunion this year, but life happens! I've 
been with the Centers for Disease Control for 23 years 
and am currently assigned to the State of Arizona 
working with many of the Native American Indian 
Nations public health programs. It's a far cry from my 
SE US assignments, but it's home. I have 3 kids, a 
college freshman on a soccer scholarship, a high 
school freshman who is obsessed with One Direction, 
and a sixth grader who insists he is no longer a baby. 
I've been actively involved with local Native 
Americans at Dartmouth Alumni Association members 
to organize a mini - reunion here in the Phoenix area 
and look forward to participating in other local Alumni 
activities. Shout out if you're in town!

Kelly Busby Tiemens: 

Truly a coincidence that Sophia put on 
her Green shirt today! As many of you 
know, you can't tell an 8 year old what 
to wear. We are at home in Sausalito, CA 
watching the Giants in the last game of 
the World Series. A beautiful fall day 
here that consisted of helping people 
cultivate mindfulness through yoga then 
doing some work for Sophia's school 
then kid time then dinner.
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Michael Ballard: 

Greetings from Israel!!! 

All is well here except for the rock throwing and Molotov cocktails in East Jerusalem. The ceasefire with Hamas is holding so no 
more rockets. On a personal side, life goes on. I played host and tour guide for a friend visiting from London from last Wednesday 
through Sunday. So if any classmates want to come visit, I am ready. This Saturday my rugby team plays Ashkelon, which is a 
city in the southern part of Israel and was the site of many rocket attacks this past summer. I will be starting for the team. I play 
the lock position. I'm getting a little old to be playing all 80 minutes, but what can you do, the team needs me.

Work is work. So long from Caesarea Israel.


Finally, to quote Ellie Mahoney Loughlin’s comment about the virtual mini reunion:


 

 

Our ‘89 Executive Committee Members-at-Large 
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”
What an amazing fun experience . . .Thank you Antonia Rutigliano Nedder, Christie Reilly, Rich Reilly and Nancy Obler Kaufman for 
organizing it. I loved reading everything that was posted and getting a snapshot of so many people's lives! It's possible I "talked" to 
more people yesterday than at reunion. So, thank you! It was a great idea!!!

“

TARANEH AZAR          tazar@ehr.org 

ERIC BERLIN               epberlin@gmail.com 

LENORA BROWN       lenorainez@gmail.com 

BRYAN COOPER        bryan.cooper89@gmail.com 

GEOFF GILMARTIN   geoffreygilmartin@gmail.com 

MICHAEL HAFNER    jmichael.hafner@gmail.com

KEN HORTON                    klhorton@comcast.net 

DAVE JACOBY                   david.jacoby@sonymusic.com 

ANNE MOELLERING        Anne.moellering@gmail.com  

KRISTEN VON SUMMER kvonsummerwaldorf@me.com 

MEG O’BRIEN WADE       megwade@verizon.net

Sunday April 19th:  Washington DC, host Brigid Dotterer Herrick 
Spring 2015. New York, host Nancy Obler Kaufman 
Spring 2015. Chicago, hosts Jen and Todd Cromheecke  
March 2015. Los Angeles, hosts Christie and Rich Reilly 
Spring 2015. San Francisco, hosts June Ying Park and Howard Park

Boston      Thursday, Jan 15 
Houston   Tuesday, Feb 3 
Dallas        Wed, Feb 4 
New York Tuesday, Feb 24 
Piedmont, NC Wed, March 18 
Atlanta      Thursday, March 19 
Miami       Tuesday, March 24 
Minnesota Tuesday, May 12

Tentative Mini Reunion Schedule: President Hanlon’s Upcoming 
Speaking Engagements: 

89CARES COMMITTEE launches:     
        
Its mission is to provide a support network for classmates and their 
families who are experiencing a serious illness or loss of a family 
member. Eleven '89s have signed up to help launch the effort, and 
will be working together over the next several months to define and 
build out 89Cares capabilities. Look for more information in the 
Spring Newsletter. In the meantime, if you, or any classmate you 
know of, is seriously ill or could potentially benefit from the help or 
support of fellow '89s, please email johnvanhooser@gmail.com.

DATE

SAVE 
THE 

Are you getting our emails? 

If you did not get class-wide emails this fall, please email John Van Hooser 
at johnvanhooser@gmail.com so we can make sure we have you on 
the class list. 
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